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INTRODUCTION
„Education is a cloak of noble weaving by which man reached the heights of

civilization and society gained historical progress and a humanistic character.“

o In its essential meaning, education represents the totality of the intentional
influence on the child's personality, which would, among other things, lead to
his all-round development.

o Versatile, harmonious, complete, free and authentic personality development is
an ideal, norm and the most generally formulated goal of education. The notion
of versatility must contain universal, special, but also individual values.

KALOKAGATHOS
In that light, it is important to mention
the notion of kalokagathos as an ideal of
harmoniously developed personality of a
man of the ancient Greek era, which
implies
harmonious
and
even
development of all his mental and
physical
strength,
his
harmonious
spiritual and physical shaping and
formation, i.e. synthesis of beautiful and
strong body and high morals in one
person.

HISTORICAL
DEVELOPMENT
Throughout historical epochs, numerous
prominent pedagogical thinkers have
pointed to the importance of all-round
personality development.
We will single out the understanding of
Jan Amos Comenius, according to which
man is a part of nature in which order and
harmony rule, and that is why all the laws
that govern in nature should also apply to
man, society and upbringing

On the other hand, the basic
meaning of education according
to Johann Heinrich Pestalozzi
was reflected in the development
of human forces that are "selfactive".
He emphasized that mental,
moral
and
physical-labor
education should contribute to
the harmonious development of
man and his strength.

PHYSICAL
EDUCATION
Physical education, as an integral part of education, as
a specific and extremely important area of educational
activity, aims to contribute to the versatile, harmonious,
creative and authentic development of the personality,
fully respecting the maxim: "In a healthy body, a
healthy spirit".

Precisely, proper physical development and health are
a necessary precondition and natural basis for the
complete and versatile development of the personality.

•

The most important place in
accomplishing the tasks of physical
education in school belongs to the
teaching of physical education. It is
realized according to the established
curriculum. In addition to teaching,
in schools organize:

 various sports sections
 sports competitions
 sports events

• This will provide opportunities for
students to meet sports and
recreational interests and needs,
but also create preconditions for
later determination of children to
engage in individual or collective
sports

INDIVIDUALIZATION VS
SOCIALIZATION
• In accordance with the respect of

the principles of individualization
and socialization, it is necessary to
maintain a harmonious relationship
between individuality and sociability
in
the
educational
process,
respecting
both
personal
characteristics, interests and needs,
and characteristics, goals and needs
of the social environment in which
the person lives.

• This principle does not imply only
one or the other, but also the
relation from the individual to the
social environment.

• Individualization and socialization are not

in contradiction, but in dialectical unity and
interdependence. After all, individualization
is only necessary and possible within
collectives and common forms of life.

• The demand for individualization does not

imply the encouragement of individualism
and egoism, but, on the contrary, the
enabling of the individual to integrate
more easily into the social milieu.

INDIVIDUALIZATION VS
SOCIALIZATION
The socialization of highly developed individuals
is possible only in groups, collectives and
collective forms of life. The collective is, in fact, a
consequence of
educational work with
individuals, but also a powerful educational tool
for
harmonizing
their
behavior
and
development.
That is why we emphasize that there is no and
must not be a discrepancy and contradiction
between the requirements of individualization
and socialization, between the individual and
the collective to which he belongs.

The collective is the best
educator of personality.
In that light, we emphasize the views of one of the
most important pedagogical thinkers, Anton
Semyonovich Makarenko, who in his pedagogical
works and direct organization of educational work in
schools gave primary place to building children's
educational collectives and was convinced that "the
collective is the best educator of personality".
At the same time, absolutely not putting the
collective above the child's personality and his
individuality, but only in the function of proper
development and directing individuality for the
purpose of adequate and proper socialization, based
on which it can be seen that the idea of dialectical
connection of these phenomena and their necessity
harmonization and unification into one principle.

GIFTED ATHLETES
Sport is undoubtedly of great importance for
the normal psychophysical development of
each
individual,
because
its
active
participation satisfies the need of young
people to move, channel excess energy
through
healthy
activity,
emphasize
personality, promote fair play, satisfy the
desire to accept and create a sense of
importance, but also develop the values of
collectivism, combativeness, honesty, parts,
competitive spirit, cheerfulness and generally
optimistic view of life and the world, and in
this regard we can talk about the importance
and necessity of respecting the mentioned
principle.

It is extremely important to identify
gifted athletes as early as possible
who have the potential to achieve
excellence in a particular sport, and
of course, selection as a basic
sports-pedagogical
process,
in
terms of discovering the child's
propensity to engage in individual
or collective sports.

Some of the potential implications of
respecting the principles of individualization
and socialization for later sports could be
reflected in the fact that taking into account
the individual characteristics of the child,
enable his smooth functioning as an
individual within the group, in order to find
his best role in it.

SPORT
TEAMS

Through maximizing all the
qualities of the individual and
putting the team into function,
adapting to the goals of the
group, it is extremely important
that the child does not lose his
personal satisfaction through the
fulfillment of the collective goal.

Sports teams, as dynamic social systems, are
characterized by the intertwining of various competitive,
sports and social roles of members, and that they
especially express homogeneity and cohesiveness as
measures of mutual orientation of team members to each
other and the measure of their mutual cooperation.
The cohesion of a sports team is a dynamic process that
reflects the tendency of group members to be together
and united in performing instrumental tasks as well as in
meeting emotional needs, and therein lies the
emphasized and pronounced possibility of socialization.

Considering that the need to belong to a
sports group or team, which is very
developed at primary school age and
even more so at high school, engaging in
team sports greatly contributes to
positive socialization through a kind of
cohesiveness of the sports team as a
social group and collective in small.

SPORT
TEAMS

●

The aim of this paper, based on a theoretical
analysis of the content of relevant literature,
would be to indicate the importance,
desirability and even necessity of paying
equal attention to respecting the principles of
individualization and socialization in physical
education, as universal principles in the entire
educational process.

●

This topic which is always current in the
search for theoretical support provided a
multitude of sources and solid scientific
material on which this paper is based.
Research presents contribution to the
elucidation of related topics in the field of
physical education, but it can also be seen as
an impetus for new theoretical and empirical
research.
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